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New Democrat (Monrovia)
Monday, 8 June 2009
Liberia: I'm Hampered in Defending Him
With Mr. Charles Taylor expected to take the stand on 29 June in his own defence, one of his lawyer, his Liberiabased lawyer Cllr. J. Lavali Supuwood, says the Court's decision in curtailing his (Taylor's) privileged"
communications here is a setback for effectively defending him.
In an interview Sunday with this paper, Cllr. Supuwood said the ban on communication with his client will pose
problems for his defence, adding that it undermines Mr. Taylor's fair trial and right to defend himself.
He said the right of the accused to communicate with his lawyer is an internationally observed one, and that its
abrogation violates Mr. Taylor's right.
He said if he had known that the Special Court would curtail his client's rights in such a manner, he would not have
opted to serve as his lawyer.
He said there are investigators here, along with potential witnesses, that Mr. Taylor would like to communicate with
for his defence, and that by ending the privileged contacts, adequate preparation will not be possible.
"There are critical witnesses that Mr. Taylor should talk to", the lawyer said.
He said the Special Court's rules specifically guarantee this rights, and that with its abrogation, "It is impossible" for
Mr. Taylor to prepare for his case.
Last week, the spokesperson of the UN backed Special Court for Sierra Leone, Peter Andersen, confirmed the
provisional ban imposed on Mr. Taylor, which stops him from talking with his local lawyer here due to concerns
about the misuse of the privilege.
He said Mr. Taylor and his local lawyer have misused the opportunity granted them to consult and communicate
privately and regularly on issues relevant to his trial.
It is not clear how Mr. Taylor and his lawyers have allegedly abused the opportunity, but there are hints of
discussions outside the framework of the trial between Mr. Taylor and his Liberian lawyers.
"Mr. Taylor's privileged communications with his Liberian counsel has been provisionally suspended due to
concerns about misuse of the privilege," Mr. Andersen told this paper via E-mail Wednesday, after it made an
inquiry into the matter.
He said the ban with his Liberian lawyer, Cllr. J. Lavali Supuwood, does not affect his other counsels outside
Liberia.
"The provisional ban in no way affects his privileged communications with his other counsel," Andersen added.
But He said it is not the Special Court's policy to prevent an accused from communicating with his lawyers, adding
that Mr. Taylor would be allowed an unprivileged communication with his Liberian counsel until further notice
based on the concerns raised. This indicates that consultations will not be private but in the presence of others.
Mr. Taylor is on trial for war crimes and crimes against humanity he allegedly committed in Sierra Leone.
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Fox News
Monday, 8 June 2009
Report: Ex-Liberian President, On Trial for Genocide, Converts to Judaism
Print The former warlord president of Liberia, on trial for genocide, has converted to Judaism, one of his
wives told the BBC.
"He is now a Jew," Victoria Taylor said of her husband Charles, who has been charged with war crimes
connected to atrocities committed during the gruesome Sierra Leone civil war, which ended in 2002.
The radio interview was broadcast last week after Victoria Taylor's three-week visit with her husband at
The Hague.
"Because of the difficulties, he always wanted to know God in a very different and special way," she told
the BBC.
Charles Taylor, 60, has pleaded not guilty to 11 counts of war crimes and crimes against humanity
including murder, torture and using child soldiers. He is accused of orchestrating violence in Sierra
Leone's civil war and trading in illegally mined diamonds to finance the conflict
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United Nations

Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Media Summary 8 June 2009
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

International Clips on Liberia

Genocide Survivor Shares Experience With Liberians
By Gilbert Ndikubwayezu
Kigali, Jun 08, 2009 (The New Times/All Africa Global Media via COMTEX) -- Immaculee Ilibagiza, a
survivor and author on the 1994 Genocide against Tutsi, was yesterday scheduled to share her
reconciliatory experience with the people of Liberia.
When Genocide started in 1994, Immaculee Ilibagiza was a teen mechanical engineering student at
the National University of Rwanda and she spent 91 days hidden in a pastor's cramped bathroom
together with a group of other women.
NewLiberian.com reported early this week that during her week-long visit in the country, the
recipient of several notable international accolades will share her story, experience and motivation
for survival with Liberians.
"It is hoped that by sharing her story, Liberians will be further strengthened to deal with their post
conflict effects and promote healing and recovery among victims of the conflict," read part of the
statement.

Local Media – Newspaper
President Sirleaf Wants U.S. Government Deny Visa to Liberians Accused of Fraud
(The News, New Democrat, The Analyst, New Vision, The Informer, Daily Observer)

•
•
•
•
•
•

President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf has called on the U.S. Embassy in Liberia not to give visa to any Liberian accused of
fraud.
President Sirleaf said Liberians are bent on squandering funds not intended for them and using America as save haven.
The Liberian leader said the executive would work with the Legislature to formulate laws for Liberians who are
accused of stealing and are already residing in the US to be prosecuted abroad or at home.
She called on the US government to work with the Liberian government for a reality of the initiative.
President Sirleaf spoke Friday at the ground breaking ceremony of the new US Embassy Complex in Monrovia.
President Sirleaf has given assurances that tackling graft in the public and private sectors is a key objective of her
government, but there are continuing public sentiments that the President needs to do more against corruption by
taking tougher measures against corrupt elements in her government. There are mixed emotions regarding the
President’s commitment to battling endemic corruption. Most of the President’s critics including the media continued
to hold the view that the Administration is somewhat selective in punishing corrupt public officials. Some critics said
the President sacked only a handful of high-profile officials for corruption and that those officials were never
prosecuted to serve as a disincentive.

UNMIL Builds Court House for Unification Town - Envoy Stresses Transparency in Justice
System
(The Informer, Liberia Journal, Public Agenda)
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•
•
•
•

The Deputy Special Representative of the Secretary-General responsible for the Rule of Law,
Henrietta Mensa-Bonsu, says the conduct and quality of output of personnel working within
the justice system is essential for restoring greater public trust and confidence in the system.
Ms. Mensa-Bonsu urged all members of the Judiciary, court officials, the Police, the
prosecution and defense lawyers – both public and private, to play their part by performing
and upholding their responsibilities with transparency and integrity.
The Deputy UN Envoy stressed that the justice system will only be as good as they, as
individuals, make it. Ms. Mensa-Bonsu made the statement when she handed-over a newlyconstructed building to the Government of Liberia for use as a magisterial court.
The new court building is located in Unification Town, Margibi County, adjacent to the Roberts
International Airport. The court was constructed by funds made available through the Quick
Impact Projects programme of the UN Mission in Liberia (UNMIL), with additional resources
from the UNDP.

U.S. Breaks Ground for New Embassy Complex in Liberia
(Daily Observer, Heritage, New Democrat)

•

•

•

The United States Government has broken ground for a new state-of-the-art Embassy
Complex at Greystone Compound. The new Embassy complex, which is being constructed at
the Greystone Compound in Mamba Point, is estimated to cost over US$130 million.
Speaking during the ceremony, the President lauded the U.S. Government for its decision to
construct a new embassy complex in Liberia and welcomed the employment opportunities to
be generated from the construction of the complex, noting that the project will add significant
impetus to the implementation of Government’s Poverty Reduction Strategy (PRS), otherwise
known as “Lift Liberia.”
Also speaking at the programme, U.S. Ambassador to Liberia, Linda Thomas-Greenfield,
described the project as a symbol of her country’s confidence in the President’s efforts to
build Liberia. The U.S. embassy building project is expected to be completed in 30 months
and will provide jobs for more than 600 local workers, with more than USD $20 million
infused in the local economy.

Fula Community Protest Killing of Fulani Motorcyclist in River Gee
(New Vision, New Democrat)

•

•

Normal activities came to a standstill Saturday in Monrovia when the Fulani community took
to the streets in protest, demanding speedy justice from the Liberian Government over the
mysterious killing of their compatriot in River Gee County in South-eastern Liberia. The
protest also coincided with the second observance of President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf’s
presidential proclamation setting the first Saturday of every month a cleaning up campaign
day from 8 to 10 am.
The protesters chanted anti- Government slogans, saying, “We want justice, no arrest, no
peace.” among others. The protestors also waved placards, banners with Arabic inscriptions,
and flags of neighbouring Guinea. The protestors said the solidarity match was intended to
create awareness, for the Liberian government to speedily probe circumstances surrounding
the death of their fellow countryman.

Local Media – Star Radio (News monitored today at 09:00 am)

President Sirleaf Wants Corrupt Liberians Denied U.S. Visa
(Also reported on Sky F.M., Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Legislative Finance Committee Demands Clarity on Maritime Bureau’s National Budget
Contribution
• The joint Finance Committee of the Legislature has expressed serious concern over the
projected revenue contribution of the Maritime Bureau.
• The Committee said it wants to know how US$16 million was projected as the input of the
Maritime Bureau into the draft Budget.
• It wants the Finance Ministry clarify the issue by stating the income and operational costs of
the Maritime Bureau for the last fiscal year.
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•
•

The Chairpersons of the Legislative budget committees raised the concern during a public
hearing into the 2009/2010 draft budget.
Meanwhile, the Finance Ministry says it would cooperate with the budget committees of the
Legislature on the concerns raised on the Maritime Bureau but said sensitive issues on the
Bureau must be treated with care.

(Also reported on Sky F.M., Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Hundreds Walk to Fight Hunger
• Hundreds of students and other Liberians took to the street in a walk to fight hunger.
• The programme organized by the World Food Programme in Liberia is a global effort to
encourage Governments and policy makers around the world to take decisive action to
eradicate hunger.
• Education Minister, Dr, Joseph Korto speaking during the programme disclosed that 300
million of the world’s hungry people are children.
• Dr. Korto encouraged the WFP and other agencies to continue sustaining the school feeding
programme describing it as a solution to enhancing children’s learning ability.
(Also reported on Sky F.M., Truth F.M. and ELBC)

President Sirleaf Breaks Ground for Residential Housing Construction
• President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf has broken grounds for the construction of 1000 housing units
located on Marshall Road, Margibi County.
• The project is being undertaking by the Chinese Company, Hainan Century Investment which
intends to build 10,000 housing units across the country.
• The President described the venture as a new partnership in Liberia’s recovery and
reconstruction programme that must be encouraged.
• For his part, Chinese Ambassador to Liberia, Zhou Yaxiao, said he hoped that a system would
be put in place to ensure that the homes are acquired by those they are intended to benefit.

(Also reported on Sky F.M., Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Armed Robbery Court Agrees to Delay Trial
• Criminal Court “D” Friday granted a defense request to delay the trial involving seven men
accused of armed robbery.
• The suspected armed robbers were brought in for trial from the Zwedru Correction Palace.
• The Government transferred them to the Zwedru four months ago, after the December 2008
jailbreak at the Monrovia Central Prison.
• The men were arrested in connection with a series of armed robberies in the Jacob Town area
on Somalia Drive.
(Also reported on Sky F.M., Truth F.M. and ELBC)
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The Analyst (Liberia)
Monday, 8 June 2009
Liberia: Justice Should Not Be Compromised - Says TRC Chairman Verdier
Monrovia — Justice is a natural course of human civilization that should not be compromised or
sacrificed in the name of forgiveness and reconciliation, Truth and Reconciliation Chairman Jerome
Verdier has said.
But Counselor Verdier said while it is true that justice, in whatever form or manner conceived, may be
balanced with the needs and aspirations of the society, forgiveness is a form of victims justice that must
be embraced by all.
He however said when people acknowledge their wrongs and apologize, it makes reconciliation and
forgiveness easier; but when they fail to do so, which is very often the case, forgiveness becomes a choice
of personal considerations.
"The second thing to know is that to forgive is not to ignore justice or condone that wrongful act. It is to
love others, heal ourselves and liberate our souls. Justice can be, should be and will be done even when
we forgive the wrongdoers."
Cllr. Verdier was speaking Friday at the Centennial Memorial Pavilion in Monrovia where a special
program organized by the TRC was held for visiting Rwandese Peace Advocate Immaculee ILigabiza.
The TRC partnered with United States based Truth Reconciled and the Catholic Diocese of Monrovia to
bring the survivor of the 1994 Rwandan Genocide to share her experience with the People of Liberia.
Mr. Verdier said after two decades of conflict and a revealing national process in the work of the TRC, it
is the duty and obligation of every Liberian to acknowledge the wrongs of the past and forgive - if for
anything else – because it is the right thing to do, saying, "when we do this, we make our contribution to
national development more meaningful."
"We can build infrastructure, construct roads and bridges, offer the best health care and education
opportunities possible; we can even reduce poverty but if we fail to heal, forgive and reconcile, our
development goals will be meaningless and come to fraught."
Our development aspirations are sustained, he said, when we rebuild the human spirit, reconstruct broken
relationships, mend broken hearts and institutionalize the rule of law as a governing principle and national
priority.
Rwandese Peace Advocate Immaculee promised to use her foundation by extending her humanitarian
efforts to Liberia.
"I'm so sorry for what have happened in Liberia. I'm hoping to help Liberia", she said as she made
mentioned of her foundation which she said was funded out of proceeds she generated from three books
she published.
Immaculee said forgiveness does not means victims of conflict are condoning the actions of the
perpetrators, saying "reconciliation only happens when there is apology and there is a victim."
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"There can be justice after forgiveness. But when we forgive others we ensure that there is love and
reconciliation. Forgiveness doesn't mean that victims have condoned the wrong. Tears don't come from a
place of confusion; tears don't come from a place of hate. Forgiveness is a personal decision."
Madam ILibagiza's visit to Liberia is in consonance with the TRC mandate to promote reconciliation and
healing in Liberia following the country's civil conflict.
The TRC and partners envisaged that by sharing her story, Liberians could be further strengthened to deal
with their conflict past and promote healing and recovery amongst victims of the conflict.
Immaculee's life was transformed dramatically during the 1994 Rwandan genocide where she and seven
other women spent 91 days huddled silently together in the cramped bathroom of a local pastor's house.
She entered the bathroom a vibrant, 115-pound university student with a loving family but emerged
weighing just 65 pounds to find her entire family had been brutally murdered with the exception of one
brother.
She later came face to face with the killer of her mother and her brother and said the unthinkable, "I
forgive you." Immaculee knew, while in hiding, that she would have to overcome the immeasurable odds
without her family and with her country destroyed.
Immaculee is a recipient of several notable international awards, publisher and host of a documentary
titled: "Ready to Forgive, A African Story of Grace," a project sponsored by The Evangelical Lutheran
Church of America.
Today she is regarded as one of the world's leading speakers on peace, faith, and forgiveness.
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The New Times
Saturday, 6 June 2009
Rwanda: Genocide Survivor Shares Experience With Liberians
Gilbert Ndikubwayezu
Kigali — Immaculee Ilibagiza, a survivor and author on the 1994 Genocide against Tutsi, was yesterday
scheduled to share her reconciliatory experience with the people of Liberia.
When Genocide started in 1994, Immaculee Ilibagiza was a teen mechanical engineering student at the
National University of Rwanda and she spent 91 days hidden in a pastor's cramped bathroom together
with a group of other women.
NewLiberian.com reported early this week that during her week-long visit in the country, the recipient of
several notable international accolades will share her story, experience and motivation for survival with
Liberians.
"It is hoped that by sharing her story, Liberians will be further strengthened to deal with their post conflict
effects and promote healing and recovery among victims of the conflict," read part of the statement.
Described as one of one of the world's leading speakers on peace, faith and forgiveness, Ilibagiza is a host
of a documentary titled: "Ready to Forgive, An African Story of Grace," a project sponsored by The
Evangelical Lutheran Church of America. She is also the author of the memoir titled 'Left To Tell' a book
that has been praised by many people around the world.
"Everyone should read this story-survivors as well as perpetrators," wrote Rwanda's First Lady Jeannette
Kagame in the book. Her family was brutally murdered during a three-month killing spree that claimed
over a million lives.
Liberia is Africa's oldest republic, but it became better known in the 1990s for its long-running, ruinous
civil war and its role in a rebellion in neighbouring Sierra Leone.
Although founded by freed American and Caribbean slaves, Liberia is mostly made up of indigenous
Africans, with the slaves' descendants comprising 5% of the population.
The West African nation was relatively calm until 1980 when William Tolbert was overthrown by
Sergeant Samuel Doe after food price riots.
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Voice of America
Monday, 8 June 2009
African ICC Members Mull Withdrawal Over Bashir Indictment
By Peter Heinlein
Addis Ababa

African member states of the International Criminal Court are considering a mass withdrawal to protest
the war crimes indictment against Sudan's President Omar al-Bashir. A pullout is unlikely, but many are
demanding a one-year suspension of the indictment.
There was an air of frustration at African Union headquarters as 30
African ICC member states met to consider a response to the arrest
warrants filed against one of the continent's most prominent leaders.
African heads of state condemned the indictment at their last summit and
called for a one-year suspension as provided in Article 16 of the Rome
Statute that created the court. The summit also ordered member states to
consider a mass withdrawal unless African views are taken into account.

Sudan's President Omar alBashir (file photo)

But the U.N. Security Council has shown little interest in invoking Article
16. And while many African leaders complain the court is being used to
target their own statesmen, there is little support for the drastic step of a
mass pullout.

In his opening speech to the gathering of member states, A.U. Peace and Security Commissioner Ramtane
Lamamra said the world body's inaction has damaged prospects for peace in Darfur.
"Article 16 of the Rome Statute is meant to give the U.N. Security Council the opportunity to give peace a
chance," Lamamra said. "While the search for justice would not be affected by a 12-month deferral of
judicial proceedings, the pursuit of peace can be deadly...if players, including a head of state, are denied
even the fundamental presumption of innocence."
Lamamra blasted the ICC and its chief prosecutor Luis Moreno Ocampo, saying they are ignoring
'legitimate concerns' raised by Africans about a double standard in pursuing cases against some leaders
while ignoring others.
"Some member states have raised profound apprehension on the...conduct of the prosecutor and
unreservedly attributed the indictment of the Sudanese president to a glaring practice of selective justice,"
he said.
Lamamra said security in Darfur remains 'extremely fragile', with millions of civilians living in
'precarious conditions'. But, he said, statistics compiled by the joint A.U./U.N. peacekeeping force
(UNAMID) indicate a 'low-grade conflict' in the Sudanese region, not the mass killings suggested by
prosecutors.
"It is estimated that, on a month-to-month basis, 130 to 150 people die from violence in Darfur.
Approximately one-third of the fatalities are civilians," Lamamra said. "The picture of the situation as
presented by the authority responsible for UNAMID is obviously much different from what the ICC
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prosecutor described last Friday before the U.N. Security Council as 'ongoing extermination of civilians.'"
Commissioner Lamamra suggested the African ICC member states take a moderate approach, again
urging the U.N. Security Council to defer the indictments, while at the same time calling for Sudan to
redouble efforts to end the ongoing human-rights violations in Darfur.
African diplomats say the group is likely to follow Lamamra's advice, rejecting calls by Libya as well as
by ICC members Senegal, Djibouti and Comoros for a mass pullout from the court.
The issue is expected to come up again in early July, when Africa's heads of state hold their next summit
in the Libyan town of Sirte, under the leadership of current A.U. Chairman Libyan leader Moammar
Gadhafi.
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BBC Online
Tuesday, 9 June 2009
UN Gaza probe may not lead to prosecutions
A United Nations investigation into war crimes by Israel and Hamas
is unlikely to lead to prosecutions.
A 15-member team has been in Gaza interviewing witnesses and
victims of the three-week Israeli offensive in December and January.
Israel refused to co-operate with the investigation, while Hamas
security often accompanied the team.
But the chief barrier to a prosecution remains the lack of a court in
Gaza to hear any cases.

Mr Goldstone (R), has been
hearing from victims of the
offensive in Gaza

Richard Goldstone, a South African judge who has prosecuted war crimes cases from Yugoslavia and
Rwanda, said he wished he could be optimistic.
In particular, he hopes that the ensuing report, that will be published in September, will spur other UN
bodies into action.
In Gaza, Mr Goldstone's team met with Hamas and UN officials, collected reports from Palestinian
human rights groups and interviewed dozens of survivors.
But the presence of Hamas security has thrown doubt on the ability of witnesses to describe in detail the
militant group's actions.
The UN team also visited a mosque where an Israeli missile strike
killed 16 people, witnesses said. During the offensive, Israel
accused Hamas of using mosques to hide weapons.
Israeli Defence Minister Ehud Barak said investigators could not
reach an "unbiased conclusion" since they couldn't question those
who fired rockets at Israel.
Israel has accused the UN Human Rights Council, which has
organised the probe, of being anti-Israeli in the past.
Previous inquiries
Several investigations into alleged violations of international law
during Israel's 22-day operation in Gaza, which ended on 18
January, have reported back.
UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon requested more than $11m

DIFFERENT DEATH TOLLS
Palestinians killed during Israeli
military offensive in Gaza, 27
Dec to 18 Jan
Total dead: 1,166 (1,434)
Fighters: 710-870 (235)
Non-combatants: 295-460 (960)
Women: 49 (121)
Children under 16: 89 (288)
Sources: Israeli Defence
Intelligence Research Dept (and
Palestinian Centre for Human
Rights)
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(£7m) compensation from Israel for damage to UN property in Gaza, after a limited UN inquiry accused
Israel of targeting known civilian shelters and providing untrue statements to justify actions in which
civilians were killed.
The report found Israel to blame in six out of nine incidents when death or injury were caused to people
sheltering at UN property and UN buildings were damaged.
The Israeli military has concluded in an internal investigation that its troops fought lawfully, although
errors did take place, such as the deaths of 21 people in a wrongly targeted house.
A fact-finding team commissioned by the Arab League said there was sufficient evidence for the Israeli
military to be prosecuted for war crimes and crimes against humanity, and that "the Israeli political
leadership was also responsible for such crimes".
It also said Palestinian militants were guilty of war crimes in their use of indiscriminate attacks on
civilians.
Palestinian rights groups say more than 1,400 Palestinians were killed during the January conflict. Israel
puts the figure at 1,166.
Israeli and Palestinian estimates also differ on the numbers of civilian casualties.
Ten Israeli soldiers were killed, including four by friendly fire, and three Israel civilians died in rocket
attacks by Palestinian militants.

